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The E-ZOIL company has been offering fuel additive products for the diesel industry for over thirty
years now. Their wide variety of products make it easier for you to keep your truck in the best
possible condition while you're on the road. Diesel transportation is your life, and when your truck
breaks down, you end up sitting in some shop, losing money. If you're a shipping company, having
trucks break down or engines wear out means you will experience lost income, ruined shipments,
and possibly even a loss of customer confidence. All of these can be detrimental to your business.

E-ZOIL offers diesel engine additive products that will help your engines last longer and make
looking good easier on the driver. How your truck looks on delivery can say as much about the
company as the on-time delivery can. Unless the road leading to the delivery site is caked with mud,
having a clean truck will be very important for your company's image.

With all of these concepts in mind, E-ZOIL has offered diesel transportation additives that will make
any driver or company owner happy. They offer several anti-moisture products for air brake
systems, complete with built-in antifreeze and anti-corrosive agents. Using this will make your diesel
transportation activities much safer, especially in places where the brakes are taxed repeatedly. If
you don't end up using your truck very often, E-ZOIL offers diesel preservation products to help
keep your fuel fresh while it's in storage.

For trucks operating in sub-zero temperatures, freezing can be a major issue, delaying your diesel
transportation attempts severely. E-ZOIL offers multiple products for cold weather trucking, including
heating oil products to keep your oil lines flowing when the snow is flying, fuel additives that will
keep your diesel from turning to ice in the lines, and reversal products, designed to thaw out lines
that have already frozen over.

Other Diesel Fuel Additives include a bio-fuel options designed to absorb excess water introduced
to your fuel lines by bio-fuel usage. Other additives help to unclog a clogged fuel filter without
needed to replace it, and still others serve to lubricate your overall diesel transportation engine
system.

For their cleaning product line, E-ZOIL understands that diesel transportation services require clean
trucks for the best company image. They offer products to keep your lived-in cab looking neat and
professional with a minimum amount of scrubbing. Stainless steel portions of your cab will shine like
new while fingerprints and smudges come off with ease. Other cleaning products are designed
specifically to cut through the grime and grease that gather on exterior aluminum, painted and
stainless steel surfaces to keep your cab looking bright.

All of these E-ZOIL products work together to make your Diesel Transportation Services look as
good as they possibly can, while keeping your deliveries on time. An engine that is taken care of is
an engine that will run reliably, and reliable service is what you base your transportation services on.
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E-ZOIL is an industry leader in the manufacture of a Specialty Chemicals for the a Diesel
Transportation and heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) industries.. We invite you to
explore our website www.ezoil.com,  to learn more about the products we offer.
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